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A COMMUNITY OF
WORLD-LEADING
RESEARCH
ORGANISATIONS AND
GROUND-BREAKING
BUSINESSES, WORKING
TOGETHER TO CREATE
SOLUTIONS TO GLOBAL
CHALLENGES IN FOOD
AND HEALTH

THE PLACE

OUR PARTNERS

S

One of the largest single-site
concentrations of research in food,
genomics and health in Europe, the
Park has world-leading credentials.
We bring together four independent
internationally-renowned research
institutes: John Innes Centre, Quadram
Institute, Earlham Institute and The
Sainsbury Laboratory; with University
of East Anglia (UEA) and Norfolk
and Norwich University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust (NNUH),
supported and funded by The John
Innes Foundation and Biotechnology
and Biological Sciences Research
Council (BBSRC). Together we create
a community of people, place and
resources that stimulates ideas and
delivers innovation.

et in over 230 hectares of
parkland on the outskirts of
the city, Norwich Research Park is
a thriving business and research
community. Around 30,000 talented
people, including 17,000 students,
3,000 researchers and clinicians,
and over 115 companies are based
at Norwich Research Park, and we
are continuing to expand.
A truly inspiring environment for
bio-based businesses, the Park
has Enterprise Zone status with the
associated benefits and offers a
variety of design and build options
to suit occupiers. The Park is
equipped with high-spec facilities
and infrastructure to support new and
growing businesses.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

Our Park is more than buildings
and equipment: we provide an
environment that stimulates
collaboration and creativity, in
surroundings that promote wellbeing
and quality of life.
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OUR EXPERTISE
An unbroken chain of
research excellence
in food, genomics
and health.
FOOD,
HEALTH AND
MICROBIOME

MED
BIOTECH

AGRI
BIOTECH
GENOMICS

The Park Partners collectively believe
we can create greater societal impact
by connecting research to business.
The routes between research and
society need to be stable, smooth and
two-way, with society approaching
researchers for help to address
challenges, and researchers actively
communicating what they can offer.
Norwich Research Park is conceived
as a campus to bring business and
research together as a cooperating
community, in one physical location,
by providing the environment in which
research-based business can emerge,
exist and grow.
The Park provides commercial
accommodation from ready-to-go
accelerator space, right through
to bespoke design and build
opportunities – recent developments
include Leaf Expression Systems, a
translational facility for the research,
development and manufacture of high
value proteins in plants.
High-spec offices and laboratories
are available to lease in the
Innovation Centre and the awardwinning Centrum building. We provide
research facilities, support services,
mentoring and funding opportunities
to promote business growth.
Beyond high-tech builds and firstclass infrastructure, the Park offers
businesses access to cutting-edge
bioscience expertise and a culture of
collaboration, innovation and enterprise.

RESEARCH AND
INNOVATION
Home to three of BBSRC’s eight
strategically funded institutes,
Norwich Research Park has an
unparalleled cluster of research
expertise in bioscience.
The outstanding reputation of
our researchers is internationally
recognised, with 10 of the Park's
scientists in the top 1% of the "most
highly cited" in the world, and Norwich
ranked in the top 10 for UK cities.
Created on a foundation of partnership
and interdisciplinary research, the Park
community is a model of collaborative
working, bringing talented people
together to address global challenges.
The innovative Quadram Institute,
uniting researchers from Quadram
Institute Biosciences, UEA and NNUH
to investigate food, gut biology and
health, is just one example.

Norwich Research Park is at the forefront
of building relationships and driving
change to enhance the development of
Norwich, Norfolk and the wider area.
There is a wealth of talent and
considerable ambition in the region,
underpinned by a culture of creativity
and innovation. The Park works with
stakeholders in local government, the
business community, and networks such
as GoBio and CNTC to drive growth and
empower the region to play a significant
role in addressing global challenges.

GLOBAL PARK: LOCAL LINKS

WELCOME
TO NORWICH
RESEARCH PARK

BUSINESS GROWTH

As one of the largest employers in the
area, the Park is committed to providing
a wide range of jobs, supported by
high-quality training. The Park works
with schools and colleges to enhance
aspirations and opportunities, and to
encourage talented young people to
develop their careers in the region.

PEOPLE AND TALENT
In order to answer the global
challenges in food and health, we
need people with ideas, ambition and
talent. Our international reputation
for research excellence ensures we
have some of the world’s best minds
here at the Park, working together to
address those challenges.
This is underpinned by a
comprehensive range of training
opportunities, embedded in the
very latest research, supporting the
acquisition of cutting-edge technical
skills and knowledge.
Furthermore, the Park’s commitment to
outreach and engagement means that
we are sharing that knowledge with
society, prompting change and inspiring
future generations of scientists.

INDUSTRIAL
BIOTECH
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OUR
VISION
FROM THE SOIL TO OUR HEALTH;
NORWICH RESEARCH PARK’S VISION IS
TO CHANGE LIVES AND RETHINK SOCIETY
THROUGH PIONEERING RESEARCH
AND INNOVATION, REFRAMING THE
FUTURE OF RESEARCH AND
DELIVERING REGIONAL GROWTH.

N

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

orwich Research Park is home
to a wealth of world-leading
research. Its 3,000 scientists and
clinicians work in some of the areas
of greatest importance to society
today: food and health.
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The unique mix that blends a
major university teaching hospital
with a leading university and
internationally important research
institutes provides an unbroken chain,
each part aiding the progression
of another, where our people are
gaining new knowledge of soil,
plants, therapeutics and diagnostics,
food, nutrition, health and healthy
ageing, all underpinned by
world-leading genomics.

Norwich Research Park will be an
inspirational place to work; where the
world will look, not only for answers
to global challenges, but also to learn
from our success at creating a true
research and innovation community,
where organisations and people
flourish and grow, in an environment
that breeds and nurtures creativity
and wellbeing.
Pioneering research, adventurous
innovation, enterprising
entrepreneurship and accelerated
commercialisation will always be at
the heart of our work, but we will also
work with the community around us,
its schools and its colleges,
providing learning opportunities,
jobs and local growth.

OUR PRIORITIES
Our vision is a bold statement, conveying an aspiration for the future where all of us
in the Park community are making significant positive contributions to economic and
social change. To help us achieve that vision, we have identified a series of priorities.

A

RESEARCH SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
TO MEET UK AND GLOBAL CHALLENGES

A1 D
 eliver world-leading fundamental and translational research
outcomes with our UK and international collaborators
A
 2 D
 evelop and widen access to the next generation
of research capabilities and business facilities
A3 F ocus and align effort to address the UK Industrial
and Bioeconomy Strategies

B

 REATE A VIBRANT RESEARCH
C
& INNOVATION COMMUNITY THAT
SUPPORTS ECONOMIC GROWTH

B1 D
 evelop future leaders through a skilled, productive
and healthy UK workforce
B2 A
 ccelerate impact by leading two-way dialogue with our
research and business networks
B
 3 S
 timulate creation of high-growth businesses to meet
the needs of society and the economy

C


ENSURE
THE RECOGNITION OF NORWICH
RESEARCH PARK AS A GLOBAL LEADER
INTO 2050 AND BEYOND

C1 C
 reate a collaborative, rich and diverse campus
community of international significance
C2 B
 uild a strong, funded, sustainable future supported
with built and service infrastructure
C3 C
 o-ordinate and support structures to enable the delivery
of Park activities
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PRIORITIES

PILLARS

STRATEGY

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

OUTPUTS & OUTCOMES
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he vision statement and our
priorities provide us with our goal.

At Anglia Innovation Partnership LLP
(AIP), our aim is to reach for that goal
and bring the vision to life. To do this
we need a shared, strategic approach,
where people from across and beyond
the Park co-operate and collaborate
as one community; connected to the
world and focussed on delivering
economic and societal change.
To develop the strategy AIP LLP have
undertaken a series of exploratory
workshops and interviews, along with
countless informal conversations.
It is our firm commitment that the
strategy reflects the unified voice of the
Park Partners, a joined-up message to
be taken into the wider community.

Through our development work, we
have identified the Six Pillars which
provide the tools to deliver the strategy,
as well as the framework of activity
that exists on and around the Park, and
within which the strategy exists.
The following pages explain some
of the progress so far on building the
strategy, along with a few examples
of the outstanding work that is
being carried out here on the Park.
We thank all the stakeholders who
have contributed to progress on
the strategy to date, and anticipate
exciting developments as we move
Forward Together.

• Support our Partners in their
endeavours to develop centres of
excellence in research, teaching and
commercialisation of their knowledge,
and to play a leading role in supporting
our local community through
employment, and public engagement

With our world-leading expertise in
bioscience, and strong links between
research and business, Norwich
Research Park will have a significant
role in delivering the UK's strategies for
industry and the bioeconomy.
UK Government's Industrial Strategy
incorporates 4 Grand Challenges:
artificial intelligence, ageing society,
clean growth, future of mobility. Our
Park is at the forefront of research in
the first 3 of these sectors, and actively
works in collaboration with industry
and policy makers. The Government’s
Bioeconomy Strategy describes how
government, industry and the research
community will harness the power of
bioscience and biotechnology to create
new solutions that are economically
and environmentally sustainable as
well as resource-efficient. This aligns
closely with our vision for the Park
and our strategic approach will work
alongside the UK Bioeconomy Strategy.

UK STRATEGIES FOR INDUSTRY
AND THE BIOECONOMY

OBJECTIVES

T

• Put in place appropriate organisational
structures, supported by effective
management and marketing strategies
to attract regional and national support
as well as private sector investment to
secure the delivery of the ambitions of
Norwich Research Park

SUPPORTING THE PARK:

VISION

The aim of Anglia Innovation
Partnership LLP is to:

ANGLIA INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP LLP

FROM VISION
TO STRATEGY

The team at Anglia Innovation
Partnership LLP (AIP) collectively
manage the Park on behalf of all its
Partners, working together to drive
development in order to help achieve
the Norwich Research Park vision.

gov.uk/government/publications/
industrial-strategy-the-grand-challenges
gov.uk/government/publications/
bioeconomy-strategy-2018-to-2030
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THE PILLARS:

OUR FOUNDATIONS
A

strong strategy needs strong
foundations to succeed. We
have developed an approach we
call Six Pillar Thinking so we can
be systematic in our planning and
delivery. When planning strategy
activities, we consider what aspects
of each individual pillar we need in
place to ensure initiatives have the
best chance of success.

Our readiness to take forward our
strategy requires preparatory work
so that foundations (or tools) are in
place. The following graphic reminds
us of the six pillars we need to go
Forward Together, and some of the
information, resources and plans
we will build over time.

R
 ESEARCH &
COLLABORATION

ECONOMIC &
SOCIETAL IMPACT

COMMUNITY &
COMMUNICATIONS

Pursue excellent scientific
research that offers maximum
economic and social impact to
the local and global community.

Deliver impact through
research, innovation and
business growth based
around our bioscience cluster.

Promote the Park, its core
Partners and businesses, and
the opportunity to work with us.

• R
 esearch theme directory – to connect
research partners

• Synopses – local, regional national policy

• Park directory

• C
 onnect with UN Sustainable
Development Goals

• Park events portal

• J oint funding process – to help respond
to big funding calls

• Park communications plan

• C
 onnect with UN Sustainable
Development Goals

• P eople & talent learning pathway –
to build skills

ENVIRONMENT
& PLACE

INVESTMENT,
BUILDING CAPACITY
& CAPABILITY

A research and innovation
community with access to
world-leading infrastructure,
facilities and services that help
people achieve their best within
their working and social lives.

A co-ordinated Park-wide
approach to strategic investment
and development, targeted to
support our Pillar outcomes.

• Business facilities pipeline

• Facilities capacity plan for business

• Area masterplan

• Enterprise Zone

• Park development plan

FUND
RAISING
A co-ordinated and prioritised
funding programme that can
support revenue activities that
advance our strategic vision.
• F unding strategy & map – to navigate
and an investment pipeline
• Investment Network – to help match
investors and opportunities

• Transport plan
• Laboratory & office design guide
• Sustainability statement
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THE PARK
FRAMEWORK
S

ix Pillar Thinking helps us to
understand the tools that we can
utilise in building and implementing
our strategy – we also need to consider
the environment, or framework, within
which the strategy operates.
The framework is an expression of
the range of core activities derived
from the organisations that cluster
on the Park:

• RESEARCH & INNOVATION
• BUSINESS GROWTH
• PEOPLE & TALENT
•C
 OMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

These are shown as NODES. They are
joined to each other by PATHWAYS
that symbolise the flow of knowledge,
skills, resources and opportunities.
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Together, the framework captures
the work, skills and interests of all
who participate in research and
business activity, or who are part
of our wider local, regional and
international community who meet
and collaborate with us in Norwich.
In this document, we share just a few
examples of the many activities and
organisations in that framework.

The benefits of such a
powerful cluster of activity
are felt in every part of
the framework. The core
nodes reflect our centres of
excellence. Each pathway
breaks down into a
network of connections
where individuals interact
and create meaningful value
and impact.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

BUSINESS
GROWTH

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

Our stakeholders also
feature and are themselves
engaged in activities
within one or more of
the four nodes, or within
connecting pathways. This
is an opportunity to identify
and align our combined activity
around a common purpose and
encourages breadth and diversity
in our delivery and progression
towards our shared vision.
The success of our strategy is in
supporting the people involved in
delivery. It is therefore important that
individuals understand their specific
role and how the contribution they
make has collective impact, and that
we all provide the tools and resources
to help them succeed.

PEOPLE
& TALENT
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NODE:

PRIORITIES

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION
A1 D eliver world-leading
fundamental and translational
research outcomes with our UK
and international collaborators

A
 2 D evelop and widen access
to the next generation of
research capabilities and
business facilities

A
 3 F ocus and align effort to
address the UK Industrial and
Bioeconomy Strategies

B2 A ccelerate impact by leading
two-way dialogue with our
research and business networks

B
 3 S timulate creation of high-growth
businesses to meet the needs of
society and the economy

C1 C reate a collaborative, rich and
diverse campus community of
international significance

C3 C o-ordinate and support

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities
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E

verything we know,
everything we use, our
health and the majority of
our food, is the product of
knowledge. Science could
be described as the creation
of knowledge. To sustain our
world for future generations
we need to extend existing
and create new knowledge.

Our vision for Norwich Research
Park sees us having built on our rich
heritage of world-leading research
and innovation, where the Park is
a place of knowledge creation and
innovative thinking, recognised
internationally for its excellence
and relevance to answering global
problems, such as food security,
sustainable agriculture, antibiotic
discovery, nutrition and health.
In our vision, the world will be looking
to Norwich, celebrating the solutions
already shared and turning to us for
answers to other challenges, confident
that Norwich is a place of great
opportunity in our changing world.

Research and innovation are at
the heart of what makes Norwich
Research Park. Our research and
support staff and students work
with new methods and technologies
to create a unique combination of
capabilities we use to tackle global
challenges. Our multi-disciplinary
community is inwardly strong, and
at the same time outward looking as
we seek to involve regional, national
and international communities of
researchers, business leaders and
innovators, and members of the
public in achieving our vision.

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
WE WILL . . .

BUSINESS
GROWTH

2.

3.

Invest in and maximise the use
of the technical facilities and
capabilities available across
the Park.

4.

 reate an open environment that
C
facilitates collaboration and the
exchange of people and ideas.

2.

E nable collaboration by
connecting people with a wide
network drawn from the Park,
and wider research partners,
businesses, policy makers,
funders and charitable sector.

3.

Invest in specialist capabilities
that underpin discovery-led
science, from next generation
plant breeding techniques,
artificial intelligence, data
infrastructure, technology
platforms etc.

4.

P romote our research excellence
to act as an attractor to other
research organisations, R&D
businesses and support services.

5.

 aximise funding opportunities
M
from diverse sources to support
cross-disciplinary partnerships.

6.

P rovide clear contact points for
external parties to connect with
our core scientific offer and
business relations.

7.

 upport and strengthen
S
community groups on and off
the Park: academic, student,
professional support, business
and local community.

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

P ursue excellent scientific
research that tackles strategic
challenges, and enables
economic and social impact.
 reate accessible networking
C
and collaboration opportunities
around core and emerging
subject clusters to build
relationships and critical mass.

 ttract the most highly skilled,
A
creative staff and students,
and support them with modern
infrastructure and access to
training and support from
across the Park.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES

1.

1.

PEOPLE
& TALENT
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NODE:

CASE STUDY: LEAF EXPRESSION SYSTEMS

(CONT)

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

Leaf Expression Systems is a contract
development business, utilising
groundbreaking technology called
Hypertrans®, which was developed
by BBSRC-funded researchers at
John Innes Centre.
Hypertrans® uses plants as
‘factories’ to create vaccines,
enzymes and antibodies with the
potential for radical impact on human
health by producing medicines
more simply, quickly and safely
than conventional approaches using
mammalian cells or live bacteria.
As well as creating bespoke natural
products for industrial and medical
biotech industries, Leaf Expression
Systems has funding to develop
vaccines for polio and to develop
antibodies to treat HIV and cancers.
Leaf Expression Systems is an
example of a business that was
created to maximise the impact of
innovative research, by utilising the
collaborative opportunities, funding
and infrastructure of the Park.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

leafexpressionsystems.co.uk
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NORWICH BIO-MAKERS
Norwich Bio-Makers is a network to
learn about the latest technologies
and scientific advances, share ideas
and skills and start new projects.
meetup.com/Norwich-Biomakers

NNUH RESEARCH
& INNOVATION
A strong commitment to research
with over 300 active studies involving
3,500 patients, ranging from local
studies, UK based and worldwide
trials. Research excellence in chronic
diseases, paediatrics, older peoples’
medicine, radiology and microbiology.

Unites UEA’s cutting-edge research
with Anglian Water’s commercial
expertise, to focus on how the water
industry can become more resilient
to climate change, inform policy and
ensure environmental sustainability.
acwaterstudies.org

nnuh.nhs.uk/research-and-innovation

OPENPLANT

openplant.org

N
 NUH CLINICAL
RESEARCH FACILITY
The new state-of-the-art CRF at
Quadram Institute is home to a host
of research initiatives to aid the
development of new treatments
and improve patient care.

The Biorepository (tissue bank),
housed in the Bob Champion
Research and Education Building,
offers state-of-the-art freezer and
retrieval systems, supported by
expert personnel.
norwichresearchpark.com/biorepository

A
 NGLIAN CENTRE
FOR WATER STUDIES

UK’s only Synthetic Biology Research
Centre devoted exclusively to plants,
OpenPlant is a joint initiative between
JIC, EI, and the University of Cambridge
which promotes interdisciplinary
exchange, open technologies and
responsible innovation for sustainable
agriculture and conservation.

NORWICH RESEARCH
PARK BIOREPOSITORY

A
 CCESS TO
RESEARCH FACILITIES
Researchers and commercial
users can access many of the Park
facilities and technologies, such as:
biomolecular analysis, genomics
analysis, cell imaging, scientific
databases, high performance
computing, mass spectrometry,
cryo-EM, horticulture and much more.

D
 URABLE CROP
DISEASE CONTROL
INNOVATION
The 2Blades Foundation manages
large-scale commercial research
contracts in the Centrum laboratories
for Bayer Crop Science to develop
novel approaches to crop disease
control, capitalising on the
internationally renowned expertise
at The Sainsbury Laboratory.

SUPPORTING
PATHWAYS
RESEARCH & INNOVATION –
PEOPLE & TALENT
The rate of change in research and
innovation, within academia, and the
public and private sectors, means
that our training must also keep pace
and equip the next generation with
relevant knowledge and skills. This
requires access to world-leading
facilities and teaching staff who can
empower our people and talent.

 ESEARCH & INNOVATION –
R
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The advancement of society is at least
in part led by the outputs of research.
Whether or not this eventually benefits
our communities is often determined
by how society responds to these
new opportunities. The Park presents
opportunities to engage in dialogue on
issues that affect us all so that we can
align research outputs with outcomes
that benefit future generations.

2blades.tsl.ac.uk

www.jic.ac.uk/research-impact/
technology-platforms
earlham.ac.uk/services
uea.ac.uk/web/business/facilities-testing

nnuh.nhs.uk/research-and-innovation
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PATHWAY:

PRIORITIES

RESEARCH & INNOVATION
AND BUSINESS GROWTH
B1 D evelop future leaders through
a skilled, productive and healthy
UK workforce

B2 A ccelerate impact by leading
two-way dialogue with our
research and business networks

B
 3 S timulate creation of high-growth
businesses to meet the needs of
society and the economy

C3 C o-ordinate and support
structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities

R

esearch parks create a
cluster effect and are
most powerful at generating
impact and growth where
members of the park can
freely create formal, social
and operational links with
centres of knowledge
creation such as universities,
research organisations and
large hospitals.
Norwich Research Park has each of
these centres as our Partners, and
all are motivated to play an active
part in this Park and the wider
regional cluster, and to engage
nationally and internationally. This
presents challenges of scale where
the park environment must support
individuals, groups and organisations
at each stage of the development
pipeline, from fundamental research
through the many potential
translational pathways.

Our Six Pillars will play a key role
in developing the conditions that
support the pathway from research
and innovation through to business
growth, and proposals focus on
the fundamentals for building
collaboration and network, funding,
access to space and facilities
alongside a ‘challenge-led’ agenda
that seeks to deliver real impact that
benefits the economy and society.

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
WE WILL . . .

BUSINESS
GROWTH

2.

Foster a community culture
that actively supports the
capture and translation of
fundamental research into
new high value benefits.

C
 reate networking
opportunities that strengthen
collaboration, learning
and partnership between
members of academic and
business communities.

2.

Invest in a Science Engagement
Manager to support research
and research–business
clusters within sector groups
drawn from academic and
business communities.

3.

E ncourage and support the
start-up and incubation of
innovation-led, high-growth,
knowledge-based businesses.

4.

 reate a vibrant environment
C
where innovators and
entrepreneurs can succeed in
creating new partnerships.

5.

 evelop a business investment
D
and funding strategy that can
support business growth at all
stages of commercial maturity.

6.

 uild flexible, affordable
B
accommodation to support
environmental and bioscience
businesses from start-up to
blue chip.

7.

P rovide support and access
to specialist infrastructure,
knowledge and skills on the
Park and in the region.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES

1.

1.

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

Provide access to the
skills, people and resources
required for business formation
and growth.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

PEOPLE
& TALENT
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PATHWAY:

Member organisation bringing
farmers and growers together
with scientists, technologists and
entrepreneurs to create a global
innovation hub in agri-tech.

CASE STUDY: KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE COMMUNITY

agritech-east.co.uk

UEA and the research institutes
have inhouse teams dedicated
to knowledge exchange and the
translation of research for economic
and societal benefit. The activities of
knowledge exchange teams include:
• A
 cting as access points for
external organisations
• Business development

T ROPIC BIOSCIENCES
Tropic Biosciences (the first spin-in
company incubated by John Innes
Centre) is working to develop new
varieties of banana and coffee plant
embryos that will be resistant to the
diseases that are currently threatening
the existence of these key crops.
tropicbioscience.com

• Technology transfer
• Legal, contractual and IP issues
• A
 ccess to investment and
fundraising
• Corporate relations,
communications and marketing
The region has a number of active
networks building relationships
between research and business,
and promoting innovation and growth.

U
 EA ENTERPRISE
CENTRE
Regional business hub and one of
the greenest buildings in the UK
where commercial tenants work
alongside students in a dynamic
and vibrant community.
uea.ac.uk/adapt/home

G
 OBIO
A project to build and promote links
between biotechology research and
the commercial market, led by Hethel
Innovation, UEA and other educational
institutions in the region, and with
members from across the Park.

T ECH EAST
Regional membership organisation,
which aims to: influence government
and businesses to promote the
development of the tech industry;
create connections between investors
and businesses; produce and share
relevant data and resources.
techeast.com

PLANT BIOSCIENCE
LIMITED (PBL)
PBL is an independent technology
management company specialising
in plant, food and microbial science,
working with researchers and
research organisations to protect and
commercialise new technology.

The Norwich Research Park
Translational Fund was established in
2014 with funding from the research
Partner institutions on the Park, the
BBSRC and local authorities.
The Fund was established with three
key objectives:
1. Increase the likelihood that ideas and
innovations developed at the Park
will have a successful commercial
outcome or real world impact.
2. Encourage researchers and
clinicians at all stages of their
careers to engage in activity
that will translate their work into
projects that create commercial
or social impact.

CASE STUDY: TRANSLATIONAL FUND

RESEARCH & INNOVATION
(CONT) AND BUSINESS GROWTH

A
 GRI-TECH EAST

3. Support collaboration between
individuals and organisations
across the Park.

pbltechnology.com

To achieve these objectives,
the Fund:
• P rovides early stage financial
support to accelerate the
development of ideas from
the excellent researchers and
clinicians from across the Park.
• C
 ontributes to delivering the
innovation and enterprise vision
for the Park.
• W
 orks in conjunction with later
stage funding to help projects to
realise their potential.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

gobio.uk
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PRIORITIES

NODE:

A
 2 D evelop and widen access
to the next generation of
research capabilities and
business facilities

B1 D evelop future leaders through
a skilled, productive and healthy
UK workforce

B2 A ccelerate impact by leading
two-way dialogue with our
research and business networks

B
 3 S timulate creation of high-growth
businesses to meet the needs of
society and the economy

C1 C reate a collaborative, rich and
diverse campus community of
international significance

C
 2 B uild a strong, funded,
sustainable future supported with
built and service infrastructure

C3 C o-ordinate and support

ur vision sees
knowledge advancing
through company formation
to established business,
anchored and attracted
by proximity to excellent
research and capability.

All these elements are available on
the Park through our Partners and
wider stakeholders, and together,
we will build an innovation system
of commercial opportunities that
support business growth.

We see natural progression from
spin-outs through our accelerator
and bioincubators; we see young
businesses aspiring to join our
community; and we see our
knowledge in business growth
impacting the wider region as we
play a strong part in enabling and
assisting commercial expansion
across the region.

1.

2.

 iden access to specialist
W
technologies and skills to
boost the research potential
within business.

Larger businesses will be looking at
the attractiveness of our community
and our science, and will have
Norwich as a place of importance in
their own plans for growth.

3.

F acilitate business to business
interaction through networking
and partnering opportunities.

4.

 upport a pipeline of
S
accommodation to support
business growth from startup through to large-scale
manufacturing / service.

Business thrives in communities
that can provide space, access to
centres of excellence, business
support in the form of investment
and business formation, and where
they have access to skilled staff and
specialist facilities to power their
ideas and activities.

OBJECTIVES
 evelop clusters of related
D
high-growth businesses centred
on our core sectors with
access to enabling resources
and services.

WE WILL . . .

BUSINESS
GROWTH

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

1.

F acilitate a network of people,
funders & investors, facilities
and wider supporting resources
for businesses at each stage of
their development.

2.

P romote employment mobility,
flexibility and opportunities
between all members of the Park.

3.

 uild a network of facilities with
B
other parks and locations to
support business cluster growth.

4.


Attract
new people by
promoting the benefits of
working on the Park, with its
core Partners, businesses, and
the positive work-life balance
achievable in the region.

5.

Widen local growth benefits
by promoting access to
our region’s business
service community.

6.

 ork with local councils,
W
New Anglia LEP and business
support community to meet the
conditions for growth.

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

PEOPLE
& TALENT

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities

O

BUSINESS
GROWTH

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
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NODE:

BUSINESS
GROWTH

ECONOMIC STRATEGY FOR NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK

CASE STUDY: NEW ANGLIA LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP (LEP)

(CONT)
This is a shared endeavour
between businesses, education
providers, local councils, the
voluntary and community sector
and is led by New Anglia LEP.
It outlines ambitious plans for
future growth across Norfolk and
Suffolk. Norwich Research Park
plays a central role in developing
a ‘Competitive Cluster’ to deliver:
• T he place where high growth
businesses with aspirations
choose to be
• A
 n international facing economy
with high value exports
• A
 high performing,
productive economy
• A well-connected place
• A
 n inclusive economy with a
highly skilled workforce
• A
 centre for the UK’s clean
energy sector
• A
 place with a clear, ambitious
offer to the world
newanglia.co.uk/our-economic-strategy

GROWING
BUSINESS FUND
Delivered by New Anglia LEP, Finance
East and Suffolk County Council
to provide direct grants to local
businesses intending to grow and
create new jobs. To date, supported
over 400 businesses and awarded
£24 million, with the expectation of
creating over 2,700 new jobs.

BIG INITIATIVE
NORWICH RESEARCH
PARK ACCELERATOR
We have a unique opportunity
to leverage our expertise, our
collaborative approach to
multidisciplinary research working
with and alongside business, and the
founding elements required to support
start-up businesses. This combination,
supported with a programme of
business idea-discovery, validation
and testing, training, and support
in business formation, can make a
significant step towards accelerating
the translation of fundamental
research into new tools, technologies,
products and services.
A Norwich Research Park Accelerator
is a priority for Anglia Innovation
Partnership LLP, the Partners and the
local innovation community.

newanglia.co.uk/growing-business-fund

Initially, Partners and stakeholders
will work closely to develop a ‘virtual
accelerator’ – to identify business
opportunities within the Park and
provide a package of early support
services (e.g. writing business
plan, IP, HR, facilities access) to
enable businesses to set up quickly
and easily – with the aim that
businesses emerging from the ‘virtual
accelerator’ are investor-ready.
Our ambition is that this process
is so refined and well-known that
investors seek out Norwich Research
Park-accelerator opportunities.
The future vision for the accelerator
programme is to offer an unbroken
chain from accelerator to incubator
through to ‘own front door’, creating a
community of developing businesses,
sharing experience, networks, good
practice – and with targeted support
from the Park.

SUPPORTING
PATHWAYS
BUSINESS GROWTH –
PEOPLE & TALENT:
Organisations on Norwich Research
Park will always seek to connect
the business, public and charity
sectors with creative individuals who
have acquired the latest knowledge
and skills to meet the needs of our
growing economy.

BUSINESS GROWTH –
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
The Park seeks to attract new
businesses to the region that will
support our growing community.
We aim to do so responsibly so that
the result of embedding innovative
and research-led business within
the region provides mutual
community benefit.

EASTERN AGRI-TECH
GROWTH INITIATIVE
Run by the Cambridgeshire &
Peterborough Combined Authority,
the Initiative has two main funds to
support businesses throughout the
Eastern region:
• A
 gri-Tech Growth Fund – offers
grant funding of between £10,000
and £150,000 to support product
development and improve
agricultural productivity

CAMBRIDGE NORWICH
TECH CORRIDOR
Cambridge Norwich Tech Corridor
partnership brings together political
and business leaders with the aim of
raising the collective reputation of the
region’s tech businesses and helping
them to address major global issues.
techcorridor.co.uk

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

• R
 esearch, Development and
Prototyping Fund – helps to support
the research and development of
new products or processes with
grants of between £10,000 and
£60,000
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PRIORITIES

NODE:

A1 D eliver world-leading
fundamental and translational
research outcomes with our UK
and international collaborators

B1 D evelop future leaders through
a skilled, productive and healthy
UK workforce

C
 1 C reate a collaborative, rich and
diverse campus community of
international significance

C3 C o-ordinate and support

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities
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O

PEOPLE
& TALENT

ur vision places people
at the centre, people
with ambition, people with
passion. Our future is one
where we are routinely
attracting the greatest minds
to the Park, minds that bring
new ideas, new knowledge
and new collaborations.

The Park will also be a place that nurtures
curiosity and ambition, a place where
great minds are created. In our vision,
our work with schools and colleges
will be the norm – a new benchmark
for collaboration between business
and education. Our young people will
have learnt to dream about a fulfilling
future, they will dream with confidence
in a region that offers a rich tapestry
of careers, at the Park and beyond,
stimulated by science as a significant
part of the region’s mainstream.
The future success of world-leading
research and successful business
is secured if we invest in the next
generation. A thriving bioscience
economy needs access to a highly
skilled and productive workforce,
recruited internationally. A diverse
workforce that can grow and adapt
within a fast-changing discipline.
The increasing demands and
application of methods across the
boundaries of biology, chemistry,
maths, computing, physics,
engineering and sociology require
new ways of working, with greater
interaction with different industries.

We need a workforce that
encompasses all the skills needed
within the research and business
community, not ‘only’ those pursuing
academic careers, but post-docs,
technicians, data-scientists,
communicators, knowledge-exchange
professionals and project managers.
Those entering education with
interest and motivation must be
rewarded by access to leading
educators, new ideas, techniques
and facilities. We must also equip
learners with the transferable skills
that ensure our workforce has the
capability to deliver in the workplace.

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
WE WILL . . .

BUSINESS
GROWTH

 upport the development of
S
the entire workforce needed
by the bioscience research and
innovation community.

2.

E quip learners with the
professional, enterprise and
transferable skills to apply their
knowledge in the workplace.

3.

Encourage continuing
professional development (CPD)
and access to new knowledge
and training for different
career stages.

4.

 ork with industry to help
W
inform and engage in training
and provide visibility for new
career paths.

F ocus on high quality
formal undergraduate and
postgraduate courses and
doctoral programmes.

2.

 hare a framework for
S
continuing professional
development (CPD) in both
specialised and transferable
topics that provide students
and staff with the widest
range of career choices and
opportunities within bioscience.

3.

I dentify opportunities within
emerging sectors to develop
targeted and interdisciplinary
training programmes.

4.

P romote flexible career paths
across all disciplines that
creates movement across
academia, business and
professional services.

5.

Promote a rich programme
of seminars and informal
talks from across the
bioscience community.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

OBJECTIVES

1.

1.

PEOPLE
& TALENT
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NODE:

CASE STUDY: ADVANCE HE’S ATHENA SWAN CHARTER

(CONT)

PEOPLE
& TALENT

Advance HE is a sector-based
organisation supporting equality and
diversity, leadership and governance
in higher education. One of Advance
HE’s key initiatives is the Athena
SWAN Charter, which encourages
and recognises work undertaken to
address gender equality (including,
but not limited to, barriers to
progression that affect women) in
higher education and research.
By joining the Charter, members
are able to apply for awards that
recognise their commitment
to equality and diversity, with
progressive awards to encourage
continual improvement.
The UEA and all four research
institutes on the Park are members
and the John Innes Centre holds a
Gold Award – the only independent
institution in the UK to currently
do so. A Gold institution award
recognises a significant and
sustained record of activity and
achievement by the institution in
addressing challenges across the
full range of the institution, as well
as promoting gender equality within
and beyond the institution.

OUR
STUDENT

COMMUNITY
There are over 17,000 undergraduate
and postgraduate students across the
Park, and they are a critical part of
our community – the next generation
of world-leading researchers and
innovative business leaders.

UEA
FUTURE

SKILLS INITIATIVE
Students and staff collaborate to
develop and embed sustainability
principles in teaching – just one of
several significant sustainability
projects at UEA.
uea.ac.uk/about/sustainability

uea.ac.uk
nrp.ac.uk/opportunities

NORWICH
RESEARCH PARK
SUMMER SCHOOLS
Opportunities for undergraduates,
year 12 and year 10 students to gain
unique insights into life in the lab and
the world-leading research carried
out at JIC, EI & TSL.
www.jic.ac.uk/training-careers

UEA FACULTY OF
MEDICINE AND HEALTH
SCIENCES COURSES

EARLHAM INSTITUTE
– TRAIN THE TRAINER

UEA Faculty of Medicine and Health
Sciences provides a comprehensive
range of professional development
courses for individuals and
organisations, under-pinned by
first-class research.

A bioinformatics course run by staff
at EI and JIC that provides knowledge
and skills for teachers to take back to
their own institutions.

DOCTORAL
TRAINING

PARTNERSHIP (DTP)
Norwich Research Park DTP
attracts global talent to undertake
multidisciplinary study at our
world-renowned research institutes,
alongside an innovative package
of commercial and industrial
development opportunities (iCASE).

uea.ac.uk/medicine-health-sciences/
continuing-professional-development

UEA SHORT COURSES
AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
An extensive range of opportunities for
individuals to develop their professional
skills and personal interests.

R
 ESNET
ResNet is a volunteer-led, community
support and information network
promoting gender equality and
fairness across the Park and beyond.

SUPPORTING
PATHWAYS
PEOPLE & TALENT –
RESEARCH & INNOVATION:
The Park is an inspirational place to
learn and develop, and undertake
research and innovation that
empowers individuals to have worldchanging impact. We will always
endeavour to create a collaborative,
creative culture, where students and
researchers of all career stages have
the facilities, skills and connections
to do their best work, alongside
businesses and communities.

PEOPLE & TALENT –
BUSINESS GROWTH:
Acquiring new knowledge and
skills is a life-long pursuit. The Park
creates opportunities to gain new
specialist knowledge and skills in
emerging areas. We will continue to
widen our offering.

PEOPLE & TALENT –
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Getting bioscience researchers and
business leaders into the wider
community to meet with young people,
teachers, parents and carers is an
essential part of widening horizons
and raising the aspirations to attract
our future R&D leaders. Experience of
people employed in bioscience and
sharing their stories and interests is
often inspiring people to explore a
career in STEM.

uea.ac.uk/study/short-courses

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

biodtp.norwichresearchpark.ac.uk
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NODE:

PRIORITIES

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
A
 3 F ocus and align effort to
address the UK Industrial and
Bioeconomy Strategies

B1 D evelop future leaders through
a skilled, productive and healthy
UK workforce

C3 C o-ordinate and support
structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities

O

ur vision will see a strong
and vibrant community,
a community with shared
ambitions: to change lives.
The community of our vision
sees itself as a core part of
the region, offering jobs and
careers, regional economic
growth and supply chain
benefits to the wider regional
business community.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

We will share our scientific
knowledge and have open, productive
dialogue with people throughout
society about how research can
address challenging questions and
improve our lives. We will support our
people and the people of our region,
offering training, development and
opportunity. This will continue to be a
community people aspire to join.

30

Collaboration, networking and
knowledge sharing are fundamental
activities that support the vision of
Norwich Research Park. We bring
internal communities with common
interests together, sometimes just
with each other and at other times
with a wider set of key stakeholders.
We aim to facilitate new
partnerships, develop and discuss
ideas and simply share knowledge.
Societal attitudes, behaviours, opinions,
and activities in response to research
play a critical role in achieving adoption
and benefits realisation.

Engagement is important because
it can empower people to offer their
insights into and feedback on our
work, to help ensure that the research
we conduct is relevant and accessible
to the societies in which we live
and are striving to improve. Public
understanding and engagement
with science and technology are
core activities for individuals and
organisations, both public and private.
Sharing information is not enough
in itself to achieve the growth in
adoption and application of science
in society. We will continue to adapt
to how people choose to use scientific
knowledge, and develop interfaces to
facilitate mutual understanding.

STRATEGIC
APPROACH
WE WILL . . .

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

BUSINESS
GROWTH

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

1.

Continue to explore new
ways to involve wider society
in our activities.

2.

 upport and encourage
S
researchers to participate in
public engagement through
professional networks and
public events and visits.

3.

 egularly open up our
R
workplace to the public to share
what we do, inspire and help
individuals connect research
outcomes with their daily lives.

4.

 obilise and empower the
M
thousands of people on the Park
to make a small change to their
lives that benefit themselves
and society.

OBJECTIVES

1.

Increase public understanding
of science and how it impacts
and benefits our daily lives.

2.

E ncourage public participation
in science and create pathways
between the wider community
and research.

3.

 reate new avenues for
C
dialogue between researchers,
policy makers and wider society
to enable adoption of next
generation research.

PEOPLE
& TALENT
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NODE:

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

CASE STUDY: NORWICH SCIENCE FESTIVAL

(CONT)
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

The annual Norwich Science Festival
(NSF) is co-ordinated by The Forum
Trust and is a collaborative initiative
which includes all the Park Partner
organisations. The Festival offers
inspirational exhibitions, shows and
hands-on STEMM activities for all
ages and levels of knowledge.
The events and outreach teams from
the Park Partners work together to coordinate participation from academics,
students and researchers, who
contribute to the delivery of a variety
of activities at the Festival, covering a
diverse range of subject matter.

AGRICULTURE
INDUSTRY EVENTS
Events such as Morley Innovation Day
and Wheat Initiative Breeders’ Day
provide opportunities for researchers
and industry to discuss the application
of recent scientific developments and
translation into the field.

In a new initiative at NSF 2018, young
people were given a lanyard on
arrival and encouraged to visit each
of the Norwich Research Park activity
stands in The Forum, where they
would find a printed card with more
information about the research being
done by the team at the stand, plus a
relevant activity to complete at home.
As part of the Norwich Science
Festival, there is also a 1-day Science
Communications Conference which
provides students and scientists
with the opportunity to attend a
variety of workshops to develop skills
to engage others, with the aim of
improving the reach and impact of
the research.
norwichsciencefestival.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL
CLINICAL TRIALS DAY
Celebrated at the Quadram Institute
(QI) with a public showcase of
its current clinical projects and a
preview of projects in the pipeline.
Clinical trials are of vital importance
to the public's contribution to
research at QI, which unites
fundamental and translational
science with the NNUH Clinical
Research Facility and one of the
largest gastrointestinal endoscopy
units in Europe.

SUPPORTING
PATHWAYS

UEA
CAREERS:

INTERNSHIPS
Local businesses work with students
and graduates on short-term
internships, bringing new skills
and ideas into the organisation and
providing experience and connections
for the young person.
uea.ac.uk/careers/students-andgraduates/internships

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
– RESEARCH & INNOVATION:

TEACHER
SCIENTIST

NETWORK (TSN)
The TSN’s mission is to enhance
science in schools across Norfolk and
North Suffolk through the supportive
involvement of the local science
community in science education.
tsn.org.uk

SAW TRUST
SAW Trust is a science, art and writing
initiative working in schools to break
down traditional barriers between the
arts and sciences.
sawtrust.org

CITIZEN SCIENCE –
BRIGIT PROJECT (JIC)
BRIGIT is a multi-organisation research
project using citizen science and
outreach to improve awareness of
Xylella – one of the most dangerous
plant bacteria worldwide, which
causes a variety of plant diseases.
www.jic.ac.uk/brigit/get-involved

PUBLIC OPEN DAYS
Open Days are held at many of the
institutes, where people are invited to
visit and learn about the research.

By bringing researchers and the
public together, relationships can
be built to increase trust, relevance,
accountability and transparency
in the process of research, and
in the researchers themselves.
Fundamental research and future
translation of research outcomes
in humans often requires the
voluntary participation of people
in clinical trials and other types of
investigations. These can provide a
powerful interface between research
and wider society.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
– BUSINESS GROWTH:
Business activity is a core component
of every thriving community.
Business and community drive and
influence each other – providing jobs,
shaping our environment and our
lives. To achieve our vision, the Park
can bring together our community
members and representatives and
support informed debate about how
the outcomes of research should be
best applied in our society.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
– PEOPLE & TALENT:
Promoting science and the benefits
of science to the wider community,
and then making it accessible
through engagement, training and
education will ensure a flow of new
researchers and innovators for the
future. This is further supported by
initiatives to involve the business
community and provide schemes that
help in the transition from education
to employment.
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PRIORITIES

THE PARK:
CONNECTED
A1 D eliver world-leading
fundamental and translational
research outcomes with our UK
and international collaborators

A
 3 F ocus and align effort to
address the UK Industrial and
Bioeconomy Strategies

B2 A ccelerate impact by leading
two-way dialogue with our
research and businesses networks

C3 C oordinate and support
structures to enable the
delivery of Park activities

B

y continuing to connect
our actions with the
actions of others in our
network, we will achieve our
vision to make a difference
to the lives of communities
and environments across
the world. We will have both
local and global impact:
developing sustainable
solutions to meet the future
health and prosperity of
billions, and to protect our
planet for future generations.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

National and international collaborations
are so important in ensuring worldleading research, but also for influencing
and achieving world-changing
outcomes. The Norwich Research
Park must continue its global outlook
to match the increasingly rapid
internationalisation of society and our
economy. In the UK, 50% of scientific
publications include an international
collaborator (Nature 2016).
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STRATEGIC
APPROACH
WE WILL . . .

On the Park we aim to create the
environment within which these
connections prosper and bring
benefits at home and abroad.

OBJECTIVES

1.

 einforce Norwich Research
R
Park as the destination to
engage in world-leading
research and innovation,
training and business growth
within our sectors.

2.

 reate long-lasting and impact
C
driven partnerships with
organisations across the world.

3.

 ttract inward investment in UK
A
research and innovation centred
in Norwich and in the region.

4.

 reate the space and
C
infrastructure to attract
students, researchers and
business to the Park.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

BUSINESS
GROWTH

1.

F ocus on the most important
challenges facing humanity and
the environment to deliver on our
shared vision and achieve UN
Sustainable Development Goals.

2.

 ontribute our sector expertise
C
to evidence-led, national
and multi-national research,
industry and policy discussions.

3.

Promote partnerships,
knowledge exchange, skills
and capability, nationally and
internationally, through our
staff, student, business and
stakeholder relationships.

4.

 upport our community
S
of visiting and resident
international staff and students
in being ambassadors for the
Park around the world.

5.

 uild meaningful, supportive
B
relationships with our national,
international, sector and
business networks.

6.

 ork with national and
W
international collaborators,
businesses, NGOs,
governments and funders
to build world-leading
partnerships with impact.

RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

PEOPLE
& TALENT

Our research staff, students and
employees within business are
best placed to create and benefit
from collaboration and the inward
investment this brings to enable
us to change lives and
rethink society.
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UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

GROW
COLOMBIA


Norwich Research Park supports the
United Nations 17 goals for a better
world by 2030. These goals provide
a framework for global, focussed
activity to end poverty, fight inequality
and stop climate change. The Park
supports the UN’s vision that by uniting
researchers, businesses, government
and the public, we can work together
to deliver positive change.

This BRIDGE Colombia project is a
multi-institution, multidisciplinary
programme aiming to enhance
Colombian research capability in the
biological sciences, computational
biology and socio-economics, in order
to raise awareness of the importance
of biodiversity.
earlham.ac.uk/growing-researchcapability-colombia

UKRI maintains an overview of the
UK’s research involvement with other
countries, and through the research
councils, works to build partnerships
and to attract international funding
and investment.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

UEA has more than 15,000 students,
from over 130 different countries,
facilitating a rich and culturally
diverse campus environment and the
opportunity for students to develop
cross-border, life-long relationships.
uea.ac.uk/study/international

ukri.org/research/international

GLOBAL CHALLENGES
RESEARCH FUND
A £1.5 billion fund forming part
of the UK’s Official Development
Assistance (ODA) commitment to
support cutting-edge research that
addresses the challenges faced by
developing countries.
ukri.org/research/globalchallenges-research-fund

The Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS) is consistently ranked top of
the annual Nature Index of highimpact scientific institutions. In
2014, John Innes Centre (JIC) and
CAS established a joint Centre of
Excellence for Plant and Microbial
Science: CEPAMS.
CEPAMS brings together three
world-leading institutes in the
UK and China to tackle the global
challenges of food security and
sustainable health care. The
Centre nurtures excellent science
and focuses on the improvement
of food crops and the production
of high-value, beneficial products
from plants and microbes.
The Centre has dedicated state-ofthe-art laboratories in Beijing and
Shanghai and is staffed by faculty
members with joint appointments
between JIC and CAS.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

BUSINESS
GROWTH

CEPAMS is funded by CAS, BBSRC
and the Newton Fund.

bridgecolombia.org
RESEARCH
& INNOVATION

cepams.org

globalgoals.org

PEOPLE
& TALENT

PARK ALUMNI
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UEA INTERNATIONAL
STUDY

CASE STUDY: CAS-JIC CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR
PLANT AND MICROBIAL SCIENCE (CEPAMS)

(CONT)

THE PARK:
CONNECTED

UK
 RESEARCH &
INNOVATION (UKRI)
INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

Our graduate students and
former employees live all over
the world. Some return, but many
more retain relationships with the
Park, providing opportunities to
extend our international influence
and connections.

LOCATE NORFOLK
Norfolk is a great place to visit, live
and work, and provides an excellent
environment for businesses to start-up,
scale-up and innovate.
locatenorfolk.com
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FORWARD
TOGETHER

Norwich Research Park is first and foremost a
vibrant community of dedicated people, each
taking on their own challenges with purpose.
Together, as a Park, we are stronger and aspire
to grow so that we can achieve our vision of
changing lives and rethinking society.

Our new strategy is based on a coherent activity-based framework
that reflects our day-to-day. The four core nodes – Research &
innovation, Business growth, People & talent and Community
engagement – are linked together into a powerful system, connected
by real and sometimes complex pathways that we can develop and
strengthen. Our aim is to simplify and share an understanding of how
we plan to succeed; we have set some challenging objectives and
identified strategic approaches to meet them.

We are on our journey, now with a clear vision,
a set of priorities, and foundational pillars that
provide us with the tools and capability to make
real progress through the next stage of our growth.

The strategy starts here. Our next steps are to:
• Share and communicate our vision and strategy
• D
 evelop our Delivery Plan so we can organise, scope, prioritise
and co-ordinate action
• T ake forward development of our Pillars and continue to build
capacity to deliver our strategy
• Work with our stakeholders to achieve mutual success

WE CAN DO
THIS TOGETHER.
JOIN US.

For more information about the
ground-breaking work going on
at the Park and in the region, and
for details of how you can join us
to move Forward Together, visit
NORWICHRESEARCHPARK.COM
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PARTNERS
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH COUNCIL
The Biotechnology and Biological
Sciences Research Council (BBSRC)
is part of UK Research and Innovation
(UKRI), a non-departmental public
body funded by a grant-in-aid from
the UK government.
BBSRC invests in world-class
bioscience research and training on
behalf of the UK public. Its aim is
to further scientific knowledge, to
promote economic growth, wealth
and job creation and to improve
quality of life in the UK and beyond.
Funded by government, BBSRC
invested £498 million in world-class
bioscience in 2017-18. The Council
supports research and training in
universities and at eight strategically
funded institutes (which include JIC,
QI and EI). BBSRC research and the
people it funds are helping society to
meet major challenges, including food
security, green energy and healthier,
longer lives. BBSRC’s investments
underpin important UK economic
sectors, such as farming, food,
industrial biotechnology
and pharmaceuticals.

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

bbsrc.ukri.org

EARLHAM INSTITUTE
Earlham Institute (EI) is a research
institute focussed on exploring living
systems by applying computational
science and biotechnology to deliver
research impact in plant, animal and
human health.
Multidisciplinary teams, experienced in
genomics and bioinformatics, utilise the
Institute’s advanced infrastructure and
DNA sequencing technology to analyse
large data sets and provide insights into
a wide spectrum of plant, vertebrate
and microbe species with commercial,
agricultural or ecological relevance.
EI has strong industry partnerships,
particularly in the field of agri biotech
with crop phenotyping systems (AirSurf,
CropQuant and SeedGerm) that apply
novel machine learning methods to
analyse multiscale image data, and
through EI’s unique ability to analyse
complex crop genomes.
The Institute also has strong
international partnerships, for example,
EI is leading the Bridge Colombia
Network and the £6.5m GROW Colombia
grant which aims to describe and protect
Colombian biodiversity. EI’s mission is
not only to generate world-class science
but also support the UK scientific
community through the Institute’s
National Capabilities in sequencing
synthetic biology, high performance
computing and advanced training.

JOHN INNES CENTRE
The mission of John Innes Centre
(JIC) is to further our understanding
of plants and microbes through
innovative research, to train scientists
for the future, to apply our knowledge
of nature’s diversity to benefit
agriculture, the environment, human
health and wellbeing, and engage
with policy makers and the public.
JIC is an international centre of plant
and microbial research that develops
its ground-breaking discoveries into
impact with high economic value and
societal relevance. Key areas that are
based on frontier bioscience research
in plant development, disease
resistance and plant and microbial
biochemistry include improvement
in wheat yield through reduction
in disease, improved scheduling of
brassica crops, reduced pod shatter
in oil seed rape and discovery and
production of high value products
from plants and microbes. A recent
independent report identified
research impacts of £300m GVA at
the UK level over 10 years and a
return on investment of over £14
per £1 invested (www.jic.ac.uk/app/
uploads/2019/05/Impact-ReportBrookdale-2018.pdf).
The success of JIC is built on an
international workforce, international
collaborations and an international
outlook. JIC’s researchers are from 33
countries, 64% of them from outside
of the UK. JIC has 137 active, funded
international collaborations with 39
countries. Between 2007 and 2017,
68% of JIC’s highly-cited publications
were co-authored with international
partners. As well as strengthening the
research output, JIC’s international
reach means that science is
translated into societal impact on a
world-wide scale.

To support the delivery of the
Norwich Research Park vision, the
JIC proactively translates its research
outcomes through partnerships,
both with industry and the creation
of spin-out and start-up companies.
Since 2007, the JIC has created nine
spin-out companies with six based
on the Park: developing diagnostic
tests for flu (Iceni Diagnostics),
vaccine candidates for Ebola, HIV
and Rift Valley Fever (Leaf Expression
Systems), nano-medicines to
combat MRSA (Procarta), aeroponic
production systems for crops and
medicinal plants (GroPod) and
anti-inflammatory plant natural
products for skincare (Persephone
Bio). In 2016 JIC incubated its first
spin-in company, Tropic Biosciences,
which migrated to its own laboratory
facilities on the Park in 2018.
These companies employ 53 staff
and since 2017 have attracted inward
investment of £16m. They collectively
support an emerging business cluster
that encompasses Agri Biotech, Med
Tech and Industrial Biotech. With
cross synergies these companies
are commercialising innovations
that build on JIC’s primary research
outputs and reinvesting in JIC’s
fundamental research programmes.
jic.ac.uk

earlham.ac.uk
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THE JOHN INNES
FOUNDATION
The John Innes Foundation is a
charity dedicated to advancing plant
science, horticulture and related
subjects. Established with a legacy
from John Innes in the early 20th
century, the Foundation played a
critical role in creating the John
Innes Horticultural Institute – later
named the John Innes Centre – and,
as landowner, in bringing together
research institutes alongside the
university to provide the foundations
for Norwich Research Park.
Current activities to support the
advancement of crop and biological
sciences include:
• Providing funding for:
–– A PhD Student Rotation
Programme
–– The Chris J Leaver fellowship
at the John Innes Centre
–– Major capital and infrastructure
projects across John Innes Centre
and Norwich Research Park
–– A range of Norfolk based
educational charities
• As
 owner of substantial premises
used for world-leading scientific
research
• O
 wnership of and support
for the John Innes Centre
historical collections
• S
 upporting the Rutlish Science
School, Merton

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

johninnesfoundation.org.uk
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Research

NORFOLK AND NORWICH
UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS
NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
The Norfolk and Norwich University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
(NNUH) is a 1,200-bed teaching
hospital providing acute care for
around one million people living in
Norfolk and surrounding areas. It
provides a full range of acute clinical
services, including more specialist
services such as oncology and
radiotherapy, neonatology, trauma and
orthopaedics, plastic surgery, vascular
surgery, robotic surgery, bone marrow
transplants, interventional radiology,
brachytherapy, specialist cardiology,
paediatric medicine and surgery.
Many of its services are amongst the
largest in the country (for example,
the 5th busiest NHS cancer service
in England). It also runs a smaller
hospital in Cromer which is home a to
a wide range of outpatient, diagnostics
and day care facilities.
Employment and training
More than 60 different categories of
professionals work at NNUH which
employs over 8,000 staff – making it
the largest single employer in Norfolk.

There is a strong commitment and
serious ambition for research at
NNUH. More than 300 research
projects, covering many areas of
medicine, are currently underway, and
more than 3,500 patients took part in
clinical trials in 2018.
NNUH ensures that all the research
it undertakes addresses an unmet
medical need and has the potential
to change practice and improve the
care of patients at the hospital, in the
wider NHS, and potentially worldwide.
Many of the research projects at
the hospital involve organisations
from Norwich Research Park and the
National Institute for Health Research.
NNUH is a partner, along with UEA,
Quadram Institute Bioscience and
BBSRC, in the Quadram Institute, a
pioneering collaboration on the Park.
The NNUH focuses particularly on
research excellence in chronic
diseases around oncology,
gastroenterology, diabetes and
muscular skeletal conditions,
paediatrics, older peoples’ medicine
and platform technologies relating
to radiology and advanced imaging,
and microbiology. Almost a quarter
of all research projects at NNUH are
dedicated to helping cancer patients
and nearly 10 per cent are looking
into the healthcare of babies, children
and young people.

QUADRAM INSTITUTE
Quadram Institute (QI) has been
established on the Park to harness
our world-class food and health
bioscience, and address global
challenges to healthy ageing. It is
a partnership between Quadram
Institute Bioscience, Norfolk and
Norwich University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, University of East
Anglia and BBSRC. The Institute’s
mission is to understand how food and
the gut microbiota are linked to the
promotion of health and the prevention
of disease. By bringing together
researchers working in genomics,
through food and into health, QI
creates a pipeline of research with the
potential to create real solutions, for
example by creating new foods with
verified benefits to human health.
Quadram Institute encompasses
laboratories, a clinical research
facility and one of Europe’s largest
gastrointestinal endoscopy centres.
QI’s work links patients, clinicians and
researchers to drive innovations in food
and the treatment of chronic conditions.
quadram.ac.uk

nnuh.nhs.uk

Its award-winning apprenticeship
programme helps to grow the local
workforce. As a teaching hospital,
NNUH works closely with UEA's
Medical School and School of Health
Sciences, which incorporates nursing
and midwifery. It delivers a high
standard of training to students,
postgraduates and professionals
both within the hospital and in the
bespoke Bob Champion Research
and Education Building.
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The Sainsbury Laboratory (TSL) is a
world-leading centre which undertakes
research into plant-microbe interactions
leading to global impact in people’s
lives through the prevention and control
of crop diseases.
Notable discoveries from TSL include
RNA-mediated gene silencing (winner
of the 2008 Lasker Award and the Wolf
Prize for Agriculture in 2010), and the
first immune receptors in plants. Five
of TSL’s current scientists are among
the top 1% most highly-cited scientists
in the world in their field.
TSL’s main goals are: to make
fundamental discoveries in the science
of plant-microbe interactions; to
respond rapidly to emerging diseases
around the world and provide disease
control solutions; to develop and
deploy cutting-edge technologies.

The Laboratory provides an
outstanding training environment
that prepares postgraduate students,
postdoctoral scientists and early
career project leaders to excel in
academic, industrial and commercial
sectors. A global community of TSL
alumni have continued their careers in
prestigious laboratories and institutes
around the world, and become
recognised leaders in their fields.
tsl.ac.uk

UEA has strong collaborative research
links across Norwich Research Park.
In the last Research Excellence
Framework (REF2014), UEA was
placed 10th in the UK for the quality of
its research output (Times Higher REF
2014 Analysis).

UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA
University of East Anglia (UEA) has
been ranked 15th by The Times
Good University Guide 2019 and
The Complete University Guide
2019, as well as in the World Top
200 by The Times Higher Education
World University Rankings 2019.
UEA has a Teaching Excellence and
Student Outcomes Framework (TEF)
score of ‘gold’ which means it is
recognised for delivering consistently
outstanding teaching, learning and
outcomes for our students.
UEA offers first-class campus
facilities for over 17,000 students,
such as the University Sportspark
which houses an Olympic-sized
swimming pool and regularly hosts
international sporting events. UEA
also has the world famous Sainsbury
Centre for Visual Arts and hosts an
International Literary Festival.
Research

A standout example of UEA research
that embodies the vision of the
Park, is the study of leafcutter ants
by Professor Matt Hutchings and
his team, in order to discover new
antibiotics. The researchers are
looking at both the antibiotics made
by the actinomycete bacteria that
live on the leafcutter ants, and the
leafcutter ant colonies themselves,
to understand how they form
interdependent relationships with
beneficial bacteria. The project is
not only an example of pioneering,
innovative research, tackling a key
global challenge, but also a paragon
of the Park’s collaborative vision,
with researchers from UEA’s School
of Biological Sciences, JIC, and EI
working together.
uea.ac.uk

BULLEN DEVELOPMENTS LTD
Delivers commercial and residential
developments in the Eastern region.
The company has been successful in
building strong client relationships
and delivering award winning
projects. Bullen Developments own
land that enables the Park to develop
west of the NNUH.
bullendevelopments.co.uk

NEW ANGLIA LEP SPACE TO
INNOVATE ENTERPRISE ZONE
The Space to Innovate Enterprise Zone
within Norwich Research Park is one
of 10 sites across Norfolk and Suffolk.
This multi-site zone will help to create
18,500 jobs over the next 25 years, with
5,000 new jobs delivered by 2021.
newanglia.co.uk/enterprise-zones/

FORWARD TOGETHER
OUR VISION - OUR STRATEGY

UEA’s richly diverse research
base is embedded in outstanding
teaching and connects world-leading
academics with society, government
and industry. Specialisms range
from health and nutrition, to the
environment and responses to
climate change, exploring issues of
family and child policy, investigating
competition and regulation through to
creativity and enterprise.

UEA shares and supports the Park’s
vision to change lives and rethink
society through pioneering research
and innovation. UEA is committed to
the translation and commercialisation
of research to have a real world impact,
supporting academics to establish
spin-out companies in sectors including
pharmacy, biotechnology, engineering
and meteorology.

ASSOCIATED PARTNERS

THE SAINSBURY
LABORATORY

TSL has strong links with the
agricultural biotechnology industry
through a wide range of commercial
collaborations, most notably through its
strategic partnership with the US-based
2Blades Foundation, and licensing
agreements. TSL discoveries have
led to new drugs for human diseases,
as well as crop disease control. TSL
also deploys its expertise to combat
emerging diseases in the developing
world, working extensively in
Bangladesh, and low income countries
throughout sub-Saharan Africa.
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STAKEHOLDERS
A

nglian Innovation Partnership LLP would like to thank everyone who
contributed feedback to our consultation during 2019. There are too many
of you to thank individually but would like to recognise key stakeholders and
groups below. We look forward to continuing the conversation and involving you
in delivery of our Norwich Research Park Strategy.

• Anglian Water

• Local Parish Councils

• Babraham Research Campus

•N
 ational Institute of
Agricultural Botany

• E astern Academic Health
Science Network

•N
 orfolk MPs (multiple)

• I nnovate UK

• Norwich Airport Ltd

• I nvest East

•N
 orwich Research Park –
Occupiers

•K
 nowledge exchange
and commercialisation
professionals (multiple)

• Priscilla Bacon Lodge

• Knowledge Transfer Network

•R
 egional and national funders
and investors (multiple)

• Local and regional colleges

• The Forum Trust

(multiple)

• Yare Valley Society
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• Anthony Cullen
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Anglia Innovation Partnership LLP
Bringing the Norwich Research Park Vision to Life
For more information please contact us:
@NorwichResearch
T:

+44 (0)1603 673600

E:

enquiries@norwichresearchpark.com

WWW.NORWICHRESEARCHPARK.COM

